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Abstract
Methods to transcribe and represent classroom video data are central to studying teaching and
learning in classrooms. However, current methods focus on encoding and representing data over
time, not space. In this paper, we demonstrate the value of a new methodological approach called
interaction geography to transcribe and interactively visualize classroom video data over space and
time. We use interaction geography to illustrate classroom participation patterns in two case
studies from teacher education research that, until now, have been challenging to see. Findings
characterize strengths, limitations, and next steps to expand interaction geography in classroom
research and suggest new questions to consider when encoding and representing classroom
research data over space and time.

Keywords: Teacher Education, Qualitative Methods, Video Applications, Information
Visualization
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Methods to transcribe and represent classroom video data are central to studying teaching and
learning in classrooms. For example, video-based methods have been critically important to
characterizing patterns in teachers’ questioning such as Initiation-Response-Evaluation, funneling,
and focusing (Herbel-Eisenmann & Breyfogel, 2005; Mehan, 1979), strategies such as re-voicing
(O’Connor & Michaels, 1993), and processes such as teacher noticing (Sherin et al., 2011).
However, current methods focus on encoding and representing data over time, not space. As a
result, it remains difficult to ask and answer questions about classroom interaction that require
coordinated analyses of space and time: How does teacher and student talk vary in different areas
of a classroom throughout a lesson? How does teachers’ movement across a classroom create
discursive spaces for students to explain their thinking during class discussions? Where and when
do teachers address a class during a lesson? How do students’ participation patterns shift as a result
of a teacher’s proximity or the physical design of a classroom?
This paper illustrates the value of a new methodological approach, called interaction
geography, to transcribe and interactively visualize classroom video data over space and time.
Interaction geography encompasses tools that allow researchers to transcribe and interactively
visualize location, conversation, and audiovisual data over space and time (Shapiro, Hall & Owens,
2017). These tools are open-source and available at the following links: Mondrian Transcription
https://www.benrydal.com/software/mondrian-transcription and the Interaction Geography
Slicer (IGS) https://www.benrydal.com/software/igs We use interaction geography in this paper
to illustrate classroom participation patterns in two case studies from teacher education that, until
now, have been challenging to see. Our analysis demonstrates how classroom researchers can use
interaction geography to quickly identify aggregate patterns about how much, where, and when
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teachers and students speak throughout a lesson and also to selectively study important moments
from classroom video datasets that are not easily visible with existing methods.
We begin by reviewing situative perspectives on teaching practice and the methods that
ground our work. Next, we use interaction geography to revisit a classic case from the work of
Deborah Ball known colloquially as “Sean Numbers” (Ball, 1993). We use three figures to
progressively demonstrate tools of interaction geography and how these tools support new insight
into this lesson excerpt, specifically analyzing how the teacher used her movement within the
classroom to delegate authority to students. In Case 2, we revisit a complete classroom science
lesson in the U.S. from The Third International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) 1999
Video Study (see Stigler & Hiebert, 2009). We unpack two figures to show how interaction
geography can be used to explore larger classroom video datasets. For each case analysis, we share
an interactive visualization on the web to further communicate our work.
We conclude by discussing strengths, limitations, and next steps to expand interaction
geography in classroom research and suggest new questions to consider when encoding and
representing classroom research data over space and time. We also emphasize the importance of
advancing discussions and protocols that foreground the ethical collection and use of data about
teachers and students when developing and using new visualization technologies in classrooms. In
summary, this paper illustrates the value of a new video-based methodological approach that can
better account for both the spatial and temporal dimensions of classroom interaction.
Theoretical Framework
We draw on an established body of research that illustrates how teaching is a culturally and
historically situated activity, constituted in relation to learners and communities (Cazden, 2001;
Lampert & Cobb, 2003; Lave & Wenger, 1991; Ma & Singer-Gabella, 2011). This literature
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emphasizes the social dimensions of teaching, viewing student learning as an interactional
accomplishment between teachers, students, and the institutional settings in which they work
(Cohen, 2011; Greeno, 1998).
Scholars in this tradition have historically used methods such as interaction analysis to
describe how patterns of talk and activity are organized during classroom interaction over time
(see Cazden, 2001; Erickson et al., 2017; Jordan & Henderson, 1995; van Es & Sherin, 2002).
Other studies have analyzed broader patterns of interaction, including social and
sociomathematical norms (Yackel & Cobb, 1996) and collaborative groupwork structures (Cohen
& Lotan, 2014), noting how classroom communities develop and change over time. In additional
analyses, researchers have looked across classrooms to understand how teachers maintain or lower
cognitive demand as they implement lessons (Stein et al., 1996; Wilhelm, 2014). Studies such as
these highlight important features of classroom discourse that are consequential for student
learning. However, analyses in this tradition typically overlook the spatial aspects of classroom
interaction beyond visual displays (e.g., chalkboards) or the physical arrangement of desks (e.g.,
in rows or small groups).
More recently, researchers have sought to include space and movement in situative studies
of classroom interaction. Some have introduced concepts that foreground the spatial dimension of
classroom interaction and teaching. For example, concepts such as built pedagogy (Monahan,
2005) and equitable pedagogical spaces (Cleveland, 2009) suggest that teachers’ use of space is a
critical, but often overlooked, aspect of teaching practice. Likewise, Lim and colleagues (2012)
argue that spatial pedagogies shape teachers’ implementation of lessons — which impacts
students’ participation and learning opportunities — even though teachers may not be fully
conscious of their own spatial pedagogy.
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Others have used particular representations to foreground the spatial dimension of
classroom interaction in various ways. For example, Leander (2002) used f-formation diagrams
(see Kendon, 1990) to show how the spatial positioning of teachers and students during very short
sequences of classroom interaction can contribute to students’ identity construction. Likewise, to
make teachers more aware of the spatial dimensions of instruction, Martinez-Maldonado and
colleagues (2020) have prompted teachers to examine and reflect on “heat map” representations
of their lessons — classroom floor plans with an overlay of the teacher’s and students’ movements
as points or positions at moments in time, highlighting areas of relatively high and low traffic.
They argue that such representations can support more intentional and responsive pedagogical
practices. While f-formation diagrams and heat maps draw attention to spatial aspects of
instruction — and may thereby support teachers’ reflection — a key limitation of these
representations is that they do not show classroom discourse and do not adequately represent time.
Still others have begun to develop frameworks to characterize different ways the temporal
dimension of classroom interaction influences teaching practice. For example, Ehrenfeld and Horn
(2020) have developed a framework to conceptualize teachers’ monitoring routines during
groupwork, noting teachers’ movements around the classroom and their interactions with small
groups of students over time. They identify five aspects of teachers’ interactions with groups — the
initiation of the interaction, conversational entry, focus of the conversation, how teachers exit the
conversation, and the overall participation pattern — thereby providing one way to connect
teachers’ spatial movements within the classroom to the discursive patterns of their conversations
with student groups. While Ehrenfeld and Horn’s representation highlights how teachers’
monitoring patterns unfold over time, it obscures some of the spatial details of teachers’
movement.
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Collectively, this recent work highlights the value of incorporating the spatial and temporal
dimensions of classroom interaction into situative analyses of teaching. However, these studies
each explicitly highlight the lack of methods — specifically visual methods — that allow
researchers to represent and analyze both the sequential and spatial aspects of classroom
interaction simultaneously. In particular, there is a need for methods that show teachers’ and
students’ movement over time, link their movement with classroom discourse, integrate different
types of classroom data (e.g., indoor location data, conversation, audio/video etc.), and support the
development of a broader range of concepts to describe the spatial dimension of classroom
interaction and its role in teaching practice. Accordingly, we address this gap by incorporating
interaction geography into situated analyses of classroom interaction.
Method
Method & Case Selection
We use a case study approach (Yin, 2009) to explore how interaction geography supports new
ways of seeing classroom interaction over space and time. Like Stake (1995), we understand the
case study as a method that is context-sensitive and oriented to generating new questions and
discovering meaning inductively. We selected two cases from teacher education that are familiar
to a broad audience of teachers, educators, and researchers (see Ball et al., 2014; Stigler & Hiebert,
2009) and differ in ways that allow us to characterize particular strengths and limitations of
interaction geography for classroom research.
Case 1 (Sean Numbers) is an excerpt from a third-grade math lesson taught by Deborah
Ball (see Mathematics Teaching and Learning to Teach (MTLT), University of Michigan, 2010).
In the days leading up to this lesson, the class had been studying even and odd numbers. The focal
7-minute excerpt began when one student, Sean, offered a conjecture that the number 6 is “both
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even and odd.” He argued that 6 could be even, since it is made up of two threes, but that it could
also be odd because it is made up of three twos. Subsequently, the class debated Sean’s conjecture,
and multiple students illustrated their points at the chalkboard. Ultimately, Ball and her students
defined 6 as a “Sean Number,” which is any number that has “an odd number of groups of two,”
such as 6, 10, 14, and so on (Ball, 1993, p. 387). Notably, the original video data was collected in
a way that identified each individual student as well as the teacher. The short excerpt and detailed
transcript also allows for a closer analysis of interactions in this case.
Case 2 is a 56-minute classroom lesson from The Third International Mathematics and
Science Study (TIMSS) Video Study (1999). The TIMSS 1999 Video Study recorded eighth-grade
science and mathematics instruction across seven countries. The study also made available a public
repository of videos for use by the general public and research community. The particular case we
selected from this repository of videos is an eighth-grade science lesson in the United States. There
were 25 students in the class, and this was the final lesson in a sequence of 20 lessons on
meteorology. During the lesson, students collaborated at their tables as teams of meteorologists to
create a national weather map. Notably, the teacher used a number of different pedagogical
strategies during this lesson to support class discussion and student collaboration. In contrast to
Case 1, the original video data from this case did not identify students; instead, turns of talk were
attributed to either the teacher or more aggregated student categories (e.g., the same individual as
the last student to speak or a different individual from the last student to speak). Thus, the length
of this case and the coding of speakers offer a broad, whole-class perspective on classroom
interaction.
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Data & Analysis
We use interaction geography to analyze the original video data and existing conversation
transcripts in new ways. Interaction geography integrates a geographical perspective called time
geography (Hagerstrand, 1970) with qualitative methods of interaction analysis used to analyze
video data (Jordan & Henderson, 1995). Interaction geography consists of Mondrian transcription,
a process supported by software to transcribe video data about people’s movement and
conversation over space and time, and the Interaction Geography Slicer (IGS), a dynamic
visualization tool that allows for exploratory analyses of people’s movement and conversation in
relation to audio and video.
For each case, we used Mondrian Transcription software to trace teacher and student
movement over a floor plan representation of the classroom space. This generated a text file of
positioning data for each individual — essentially, a transcript of their movement. We then added
transcripts of classroom conversations, with turns of talk coded by speaker and time of the
beginning of the utterance. While many tools exist to transcribe conversation, Mondrian
Transcription is one of the first examples of a tool to transcribe movement alongside conversation.
We then used the IGS to synchronize the movement and conversation transcripts with the video
data, allowing us to visually explore each case in new ways. In the following section, we illustrate
this methodological approach and offer new avenues for exploration by classroom researchers,
teachers, and educators.
Results
Case 1: Revisiting Sean Numbers
Transcribing Teacher Movement Over Space and Time. Figure 1 shows the teacher’s
movement during this approximately 7-minute excerpt of classroom interaction over a floor plan
view and a space-time view. The left part of the figure is the floor plan view; it shows a simplified
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floor plan of a classroom. In other words, readers are looking down on four groups of desks (with
four or five desks in each group) and a chalkboard that extends the length of the classroom, on the
right. There are seventeen students and one teacher seated at desks, depicted as ovals. Five
individuals — Sean, Mei, Nathan, Cassandra, and the teacher — are highlighted in color; all other
students are shown in grey. In addition, the purple line represents the teacher’s movement across
the classroom, indicating where she walks during the discussion.
The right part of the figure is a space-time view, which reveals the teacher’s movement
over a timeline, in minutes and seconds, along the horizontal axis. The vertical axis in the spacetime view corresponds to the vertical dimension on the floor plan. We have annotated the figure
to help read the space-time view. The beginning of the space-time view (0:00-2:30) shows a flat
horizontal line, which indicates that the teacher remained seated at the desk in the lower right of
the floor plan. The next segment of the space-time view (2:30-4:45) shows the teacher standing
near the chalkboard, moving slightly, near the lower right corner of the floor plan. From
approximately 4:45-5:15 in the space-time view, a line extends upwards; this indicates the
teacher’s path across the classroom, corresponding with the dotted arrow marked on the floor plan.
During these 30 seconds, she walked along the chalkboard, traversing the classroom (thus her
movement extends from the bottom to top of both views). For the remainder of the discussion, the
teacher stayed on that side of the classroom.
This representation supports detailed analysis of the teacher’s movement. For example, the
floor plan view in Figure 1 shows that the teacher did not approach the group in the lower left
corner during this sequence of interaction; this raises questions about how much students at that
table engaged in the class discussion.
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Figure 1: Teacher movement over space and space-time during a seven-minute classroom
discussion from the sean numbers case. on the left, a floor plan view shows where the teacher
(purple path) moves, as well as the positioning of students and furniture within the classroom. on
the right, the teacher’s movement is extended over space-time, with the vertical axis corresponding
to the vertical dimension on the floor plan (data used with special permission from Mathematics
Teaching and learning to Teach, university of Michigan).
Likewise, the figure highlights repeated patterns of the teacher’s movement near the
chalkboard (overlapping lines) that indicate pacing patterns; these may indicate how the teacher
addressed the class. Moreover, the space-time view highlights how the teacher began this
discussion near the chalkboard and at the front of the classroom, but gradually moved across the
classroom to stand towards the back. Together, both views encourage questions: How did students’
participation patterns shift as a result of the teacher’s proximity to different groups? They also help
to find and highlight potentially important moments during this interaction, such as when the
teacher’s movement patterns changed direction, shifted considerably, or when she visited the same
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area of space in the classroom multiple times. Notably, answering these types of questions and
identifying potentially important moments of interaction by studying a teacher’s movement are
challenging through conventional representations, such as video or heat maps of positioning data.
In short, Figure 1 shows a representation that allows more detailed analysis of moments of a
teacher’s movement, without losing sight of her overall movement within the classroom.
Mondrian Transcription: Layering Discourse and Movement. Building on the
representation of movement presented in Figure 1, Figure 2 uses Mondrian Transcription to
represent both movement and conversation over space and time. The figure is composed of six
Mondrian transcripts, each highlighting different participants. Figure 2A superimposes the
teacher’s movement (in purple, as shown previously) over the movement of four focal students (in
gray) who move or speak during the class discussion. Figure 2B shows the teacher’s movement,
but also includes each of her conversation turns, represented as purple bars along her movement
path in the floor plan and space-time views. Each bar corresponds to an utterance, indicating when
and where she spoke; the height of each bar indicates the length (in words) of each turn of talk.
Similarly, Figures 2C-F show the movement and conversation of the four focal students — Sean,
Mei, Cassandra, and Nathan. Data in each image is scaled identically, allowing comparative
analysis of each participant’s movement and conversation. Figure 2 reveals patterns of interaction
in the classroom, which may warrant closer analysis. During this excerpt of a whole-class
discussion, we see that four students spoke. Moreover, three of these students went to the
chalkboard — first Cassandra (Figure 2E, 2:30-3:30), then Sean (Figure 2C, 4:00-7:00), and then
Mei (Figure 2D, 5:00-7:00). Nathan, on the other hand, made two turns of talk (approximately
2:00), but remained at his seat, as indicated by a straight, unwavering line in the floor-plan view
(Figure 2F).
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Figure 2: Teacher and student movement and conversation over space and time: (A) Teacher
(purple) and four students’ movement (gray); (B) Teacher movement and conversation, where
rectangles indicate conversation turns and the height of each rectangle indicates the length (in
words) of each turn; (C-F) Four individual students’ movement and conversation (data used with
special permission from Mathematics Teaching and learning to Teach, university of Michigan).
These events — where Nathan spoke up, and where the others demonstrated their thinking
at the chalkboard — may indicate significant moments for their mathematical sensemaking or
positioning within the classroom, which would warrant further analysis. Mondrian transcription
makes these moments — and precisely where they occur in space and time — immediately visible.
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Furthermore, the teacher’s actions reveal other important dynamics. For instance, her talk
is concentrated at the beginning of the excerpt: She made a number of lengthy utterances at the
start of the conversation but said relatively little after 4:00. When Sean and Mei went to the board
(approximately 4:00 and 5:00, respectively), the teacher traversed the classroom and stood off to
the side. As we describe in greater detail below, this sequence of movement and talk indicates an
important shift, as the teacher stepped aside to gave both physical and discursive space to students
to take over the conversation.
In summary, Figure 2 highlights how Mondrian Transcription provides ways to encode talk
and movement in ways that allow quick and detailed comparative analysis of individuals’
movement and conversation, while also highlighting particular moments of classroom interaction
of potential importance. We now turn our attention to illustrating ways to dynamically interact
with these representations to visually explore movement and conversation patterns.
Using the Interaction Geography Slicer (IGS) to Explore Video Data. Figure 3, which
is a screenshot from the IGS, extends the previous figures. We encourage readers to explore the
Interaction Geography Slicer to better understand the possibilitites of this tool. Figure 3 highlights
some of the capabilities of this tool, which allows users to dynamically interact with and interpret
data transcribed through Mondrian Transcription, such as those in Figure 2. Figure 3 shows one of
the possible views from the IGS: a teacher-centric view that shows all conversation turns during
this discussion, placed along the teacher’s movement path in floor plan and space-time views.
Importantly, the IGS allows different ways to view movement and conversation. For example,
with this data users can opt to show movement paths from students and to place conversation turns
along each participant’s movement path; this more precisely shows where and when each student
contributed to the discussion.
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Figure 3 also illustrates how users can use the IGS to hover over turns of talk to highlight,
magnify, and read each utterance. In this case, we have hovered over one particular turn of talk
from Sean at 2:50 to magnify and read Sean’s rationale as to why he thinks six is an odd number:
“you can split six fairly and you can split six not fairly…” Figure 3 also begins to show how the
IGS allows users to view and interact with video and audio. Clicking the timeline in the spacetime view will activate and play video from this moment of the conversation. In Figure 3, while
hovering over Sean’s rationale as described above, we also clicked in the space-time view to
activate and play video at the moment when Sean made this particular utterance. Importantly, there
are many ways to interact with video and audio through the IGS; we cannot show them all in a
static figure. For example, users can also quickly rewind, fast forward, and select audio and video
by scrubbing or hovering over the space-time view. Such interactive possibilities help to read both
floor plan and space-time views together — particularly, they help to read the horizontal dimension
of movement and conversation across the floor plan, which is partially lost in the space-time view
without such user interaction.
In this case, the interactive possibilities of the IGS provide the ability to identify patterns
of interaction and examine them more closely. At the start of this excerpt, Sean offered a conjecture
that 6 could be both even and odd. The teacher invited other students to consider this idea.
Cassandra voiced a dissent and went to the chalkboard to illustrate her thinking; Sean pushed back
on Cassandra’s point. During this exchange, the teacher remained seated, allowing Cassandra to
stay at the focal point of the classroom. When Cassandra sat down, the teacher moved to the center
of the chalkboard, inviting the rest of the class to join the conversation. As Sean and Mei went to
the chalkboard, the teacher moved across the classroom. During Sean and Mei’s debate, the teacher
stood off to the side, observing the conversation rather than directing it.
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Figure 3: screenshot from the Interaction Geography Slicer (IGS) showing the teacher’s
movement, with all classroom conversation placed along the teacher’s movement path over space
and space-time. The figure also shows how users can dynamically select and read conversation
and view video with the IGS (data used with special permission from Mathematics Teaching and
learning to Teach, university of Michigan).
In a discourse analysis of this lesson, Horn (2008) points to these as pivotal moments. As
the teacher stepped aside, Horn argues, she delegated authority to the students, allowing Cassandra,
Sean, and Mei to engage in a mathematical debate in front of the class. Delegating authority is a
strategy central to ambitious and equitable teaching (see Dunleavy, 2015), but it is typically
analyzed through discourse analysis. By juxtaposing transcripts of movement and conversation,
the IGS highlights the spatial aspects of the discussion. Building on Horn’s analysis, we argue that
the shift in authority in this discussion is spatial, as well as discursive: As the teacher invited
students to the board and moved out of the way, she provided both conversational and physical
space for them to make substantive contributions to the class discussion.
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In summary, interaction geography opens up new avenues for exploring classroom
interaction across time and space. Established practices, like delegating authority, can take on new
dimensions as we better understand how they shape (and are shaped by) movement, as well as talk.
The IGS might also create opportunities for uncovering new patterns of interaction that are not
readily apparent through conversation alone. Some of these patterns may be more visible at a
different scale. Accordingly, we now turn to our second case to further illustrate the capabilities
of the IGS when working with larger video datasets.
Case 2: Revisiting a Science Lesson from the TIMSS 1999 Video Study
Movement & Conversation Across a Classroom Lesson. Figure 4 is a screenshot from
the IGS that shows the movement of a teacher, again as a purple line, over space and space-time
across the 56-minute science lesson that comprises the empirical data of this case. The figure also
illustrates the IGS interface that users can use to upload their own data and browse example
datasets. As before, we encourage readers to explore the Interaction Geography Slicer to better
understand possibilitites of this tool.
The left side of Figure 4 is a floor-plan view that shows the teacher’s movement around
the classroom, while the right side shows a space-time view of the teacher’s movement over space
and time across a timeline of 56 minutes. As in previous figures, classroom conversation is shown
in both views, with bars representing each turn of talk. In this case, however, the bars are colored
according to the coding conventions of the original data set: Purple (T) is used for the teacher’s
utterances. Green, orange and blue are both used for individual students’ turns; green (S) indicates
that a single student is speaking; orange (SN) indicates that a new student whose identity differs
from the last speaker is speaking; blue (SS) indicates that multiple students (but not the entire
class) are speaking; while red (E) indicates that the entire class is speaking simultaneously.
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Figure 4: Screenshot from the Interaction Geography Slicer (IGS) showing a teacher’s movement
in purple across a 56-minute classroom science lesson from the TiMSS 1999 Video study, with all
classroom conversation placed along the teacher’s movement path over space and space-time.
Finally, yellow (O) indicates speech from individuals who are not a part of the class (e.g., an
announcement over the school’s PA system).
In comparison to the Sean Numbers case, this representation makes different phenomena
visible. First, we can compare the amount of teacher talk (i.e., purple bars) and student talk across
this lesson at a glance to see that the teacher made many more utterances than the students, and
that the teacher’s utterances were typically much longer than the students’. Such basic information
is valuable to classroom researchers, but it can be difficult to see in traditional, text-based
transcripts.
Second, we can compare the number and length of the teacher’s and students’ conversation
turns across different areas of space in the classroom and different segments of time during the
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lesson. For example, most of the utterances in the first half of the lesson (0:00-22:00) were made
by the teacher — including while she was at the projector (center of the classroom) and while she
was near specific groups of students. In contrast, the second half of class (22:00-56:00) was
independent seatwork; this portion of the lesson was characterized by less monological teacher
talk and more conversations between students and the teacher, as shown by more orange, blue, and
green bars after 22:00.
Third, we can examine the teacher’s movement. For example, the floor-plan view
highlights how the teacher’s movement was oriented around the projector, which was located at
the center of the floor plan. In other words, she repeatedly returned to this area at many different
times during the lesson to address the class. Moreover, the floor-plan view highlights which tables
the teacher repeatedly visited (e.g., upper right table), as well as the tables that she engaged with
less often (e.g., left-most table). Simultaneously, the space-time view shows how the teacher’s
movement patterns shifted during different phases of the lesson: During the first half of the class,
the teacher spent most of her time at or around the projector. She briefly walked to various tables,
but then returned to the projector to continue addressing the class. After starting independent
seatwork, however, the teacher spent little time at the projector, instead visiting each group of
students in turn.
Finally, both views reveal anomalies in movement and conversation in ways that call for
further analysis. For instance, there was a very long conversation turn — marked in green in the
space-time view — during the seatwork portion of the class. This seemed highly unusual, since
most student utterances in this class were relatively short. Closer analysis of the data revealed an
error in the original transcript: multiple student turns were combined into a single turn.
Representing the transcript data in this way allowed us to easily spot the error.
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In summary, the figure highlights how interaction geography provides a way to integrate
and represent location and conversation data across an entire classroom lesson. As a result,
researchers can quickly ask and answer basic, but important, questions about classroom
interaction, including: Which students or tables receive or don’t receive attention during a lesson?
How does the physical design of a classroom influence a teacher’s efforts to visit particular table
groups? What particular areas of the class do teachers repeatedly use to address a class?
Using the IGS to Selectively Study Classroom Interaction. Building on the previous
figure, Figure 5 is a screenshot from the IGS that shows a selected segment from this lesson (22:0056:00). Figure 5 shows how users can use the IGS to select a specific region of space and time for
more detailed analysis. The figure shows a selection from the timeline to highlight the teacher’s
movement and classroom conversation during 22:00-56:00 in both floor-plan and space-time
views. Likewise, the figure shows the teacher’s movement during this time (in grey). On the floorplan view, there is a circle that highlights part of the teacher’s path in purple; by hovering over a
segment of the teacher’s path, users can illuminate the teacher’s movement and classroom
conversation in that area. In this case, we have hovered over a part of the floor plan near a particular
student, and as a result, the space-time view reveals all of the teacher’s interactions near that
student during 22:00-56:00. This operation allows us to see that the teacher began working closely
with this particular student at the start of the selected time (22:00); she remained at that table for
nearly 7 minutes before circulating around the room to monitor other groups’ work. While the
teacher returned to this table multiple times throughout the rest of the lesson, all of these visits
were brief. In this way, the IGS provides a way to see all of a teachers’ interactions with a particular
student or group during a lesson.
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Figure 5. Screenshot from the Interaction Geography Slicer (IGS) showing dynamic selection of
the teachers movement and classroom conversation aligned horizontally above the floor plan and
space-time views near a single student during the independent seat time portion of a classroom
science lesson.
Furthermore, the figure shows that we selected and played video from the timeline during
the teacher’s first interaction with that student (straight purple line in the space-time view from
approximately 23:00 to 30:00). Users could also use the IGS to play the sequence of the teacher’s
interactions with that student, which would allow us to analyze those interactions in greater detail.
Figure 5 also shows conversation from the teacher and students over the selected region of
space and same segment of class (i.e., during independent seat time, 22:00-56:00). In this case
however, teacher and student conversation is not attached to the teacher’s movement path (as in
Figure 4), but rather is aligned horizontally, above the teacher’s path; this is an option that users
can select in the IGS. This allows for a more precise comparison of the length of each conversation
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turn. Notably, this technique also shows how conversation is distributed across the horizontal
dimension of the floor plan. For example, additional analysis with the IGS of this case using this
type of data display shows that very little conversation occured at the far right of the floor plan
(the front of the classroom, near the whiteboard), while a great deal of conversation was focused
on the tables towards the middle of the floor plan, near the projector. This technique also allows
for a closer look at teacher-student interactions. For instance, additinoal analysis with the IGS
shows that while the teacher was kneeling by a student (as shown in the video clip), she was
primarily talking with that one student, as indicated by the green bars. Before and after that
interaction, however, the teacher also engaged with other students nearby, as indicated by orange
bars.
Figure 5 illustrates how the IGS supports exploratory and comparative analysis of
conversation and movement during the independent seat time portion of this lesson. Notably, the
figure and additional analysis with this type of display shows that the teacher’s conversation turns
were much longer and denser than students’ conversation turns. This provides valuable
information about which table groups received support from the teacher — through her proximity
and the frequency and duration of her visits to different tables — as well as the conversational
support she provided while visiting each table.
More generally, the figure illustrates how the IGS supports deeper analyses of teachers’
instructional practices, such as their groupwork monitoring routines (Ehrenfeld & Horn, 2020).
Ehrenfeld and Horn analyzed various features of teachers’ interactions with groups of students,
noting who initiated the interaction, how the conversation began, the focus of the conversation,
how the teacher left the group, and whether the teacher spoke with the whole group or with
individual students. By transcribing teachers’ movement and selectively highlighting their
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interactions with different groups of students, the IGS facilitates analyses that build on Ehrenfeld
and Horn’s framework. For instance, if a teacher primarily interacts with one student in a group
(as in Figure 5), viewing the sequence of interactions could add a richer understanding of the
impact of her actions. If the teacher leaves the group with an open-ended question, we might note
whether or not she follows up on that question in a subsequent visit. The IGS, in turn, raises new
questions about how teacher monitoring patterns vary at different scales and how methods to study
these patterns at different scales can be linked to describe teacher monitoring.
Moreover, the ability to hover over a portion of the floor plan and highlight all movement
and conversation occurring at a point in space illustrates an analytic operation that raises new
questions about spatial units of analysis (e.g., a student, table group, part of the classroom, whole
classroom) and how different units can reveal meaningful patterns of movement and conversation
in the IGS. In this case, a student is used as a unit of analysis to highlight when the teacher was in
proximity to that student and how this changed across the lesson. While the visualizations included
with this paper illustrate some of these dynamic operations to select data, there may be other
operations that teachers and other researchers are best positioned to invent.
In summary, Figure 5 highlights how the IGS supports dynamic interaction with and
selection of location, conversation, and audiovisual data across a complete classroom lesson. As a
result, classroom researchers can quickly compare the spatial dynamics of classroom interaction
during different portions of a lesson and study phenomena such as teacher monitoring routines in
new ways.
Discussion
We organize our discussion across three areas. First, we summarize strengths, limitations, and next
steps necessary to expand interaction geography in situative studies of classroom interaction and
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teaching practice. Second, we suggest ways that this approach could support teachers’ video-based
reflective professional practice. Finally, we offer considerations for encoding and representing
classroom research data over space and time.
Strengths, Limitations, and Next Steps
We argue that interaction geography stands to build theoretical knowledge about inherently spatial
phenomena in classrooms, such as teacher monitoring routines (Ehrenfeld & Horn, 2020).
Moreover, Mondrian transcription — a visual record of movement and conversation across space
and time — and the ability to selectively analyze moments of interaction creates an opportunity to
add a spatial perspective to other classroom phenomena, such as teacher noticing, equitable
participation, and patterns of inclusion and exclusion (see Shah & Coles, 2020).
In future iterations of this work, we anticipate expanding the set of classroom research
applications and scaling Mondrian transcription and the IGS as freely available open-source
projects. For example, we hope to develop instructional materials that demonstrate the process of
Mondrian transcription so that others can create their own Mondrian transcripts. We also hope to
customize the views and interaction techniques within the IGS so that teachers and researchers can
pose and explore their own questions about their instructional contexts. Likewise, we hope to
address particular limitations with technologies and conventions illustrated in this paper. These
limitations include developing ways to input a variety of forms of manual or automated positioning
data into the IGS and challenges associated with reading space-time views. While some of these
limitations will be addressed in future work, others highlight the limits of interaction geography
as an exploratory visualization approach.
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Supporting Teachers’ Video-Based Reflective Professional Practice
Video is an established and powerful medium used by teacher education researchers to support
teacher’s reflective professional practice (Borko et al., 2008; Calandra & Rich, 2015; Louie, 2018;
Sherin & van Es, 2009). Notably, video analysis allows teachers to gain a richer view of classroom
interaction, including a deeper understanding of the dilemmas teachers face and the choices they
make during instruction, as well as the subsequent effects on student learning. However,
researchers acknowledge that this work is challenging because it is time-consuming for teachers
to watch and make selections from an entire classroom video (see Derry et al., 2010).
Interaction geography offers particular ways to address these challenges. With further
development and collaboration with teachers, we anticipate that tools like the IGS could be adapted
to support teachers’ reflective professional practice. Likewise, interaction geography offers one
approach that could allow teachers to identify and reflect on spatial aspects of their teaching
practice, without sacrificing an attention to conversation and other phenomena made visible
through video data.
Encoding & Representing Classroom Research Data Over Space and Time
Our analysis of both cases in this paper raises new and important questions about how classroom
research data is encoded and represented over space and time, particularly because existing
transcription methods, coding schemes, and emerging learning analytics systems continue to
encode and represent classroom data over time, but not space.
For example, to support the work in this paper, we used Mondrian Transcription to
transcribe video collected nearly 30 years ago. While transcripts of conversation were available in
both cases, we manually transcribed individuals’ movement. More modern technologies, such as
computer vision and positioning sensors, could automate the transcription process. But just as
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voice recognition software creates imperfect transcripts of conversation, automated transcripts of
movement may also include significant errors. This raises important questions about whether (or
when) automated processes should be used to generate transcripts of movement, for instance: Does
manually transcribing movement offer greater detail or insight? Can automated methods produce
transcripts that are sufficiently accurate? How can manual and automated transcription techniques
be integrated to support teachers’ reflective professional practice?
Furthermore, while the work in this paper presents one approach to encoding and
representing classroom data over space and time, it also suggests that there may be other
approaches with different strengths and weaknesses for studying classroom interaction and
teaching practice. This raises additional questions about the coding schemes and units of analysis
that might inform future qualitative studies of teachers’ and students’ mobility in classrooms. For
instance: What do different spatial units of analysis offer studies of classroom interaction? What
patterns of movement and conversation arise in classrooms? In the future, a taxonomy or typology
of those patterns could inform teachers’ use of space or even the physical design of classrooms.
Conclusion
In summary, this paper illustrates a new video-based methodological approach that can better
account for both the spatial and temporal dimensions of classroom interaction. We conclude by
underscoring the importance of advancing discussions about data ethics when using visualizations
of classroom interactions. Collecting data on teacher and student movement should raise concerns
about privacy, the growth in surveillance in schools, and the need for policies to guide appropriate
use of increasingly automated data collection in public and private spaces. Approaches such as
interaction geography that use dynamic, interactive visualizations raise a host of new ethical
questions for education technology researchers and designers including: How are insights from
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these data generated and interpreted by different audiences? Who has access to the data, and in
what forms or for what purposes? How can people customize tools such as the IGS, for example,
to set their own privacy preferences (see Martinez-Maldonado, 2019)? In line with prior work that
has used interaction geography as part of an effort to teach data ethics and work closely with
practitioners (Shapiro et al., 2020), it is critical that interaction geography and similar methods be
used in close collaboration with practitioners so that it benefits students and teachers, while also
recognizing that there will be settings where such approaches are not appropriate.
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